Abstract: It has been shown that the string-flip potential model reproduces most of the bulk properties of nuclear matter, with the exception of nuclear binding. Furthermore, it was postulated that this model with the inclusion of the colour-hyperfine interaction should produce binding. In some recent work a modified version of the string-flip potential model was developed, called the flux-bubble model, which would allow for the addition of perturbative QCD interactions. In attempts to construct a simple qq nucleon system using the flux-bubble model (which only included colour-Coulomb interactions) difficulties arose with trying to construct a many-body variational wave function that would take into account the locality of the flux-bubble interactions. In this paper we look at a toy system, a mesonic molecule, in order to understand these difficulties. En route, a new variational wave is proposed that may have a significant enough impact on the old string-flip potential model results that the inclusion of perturbative effects may not be needed.
Introduction
For the past 30 years several attempts have been made, with little success, to describe nuclear matter in terms of its constituent quarks. The main difficulty is due to the non-perturbative nature of QCD. The only rigorous method for handling multi-quark systems to date is lattice QCD. However, this is very computationally intensive and given the magnitude of the problem it appears unlikely to be useful in the near future.
1 As a result, more phenomenological 1 Some very recent advancements have been made in the area of lattice QCD that have reduced computation time by several orders of magnitude. "Now what took hundreds of Cray Supercomputer hours can be done in only a few hours on a laptop
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A good phenomenological model should be able to at least reproduce qualitatively all the overall bulk properties of nuclear matter. In particular, -nucleon gas at low densities with no power-law van der Waals forces -nucleon binding at higher densities -nucleon swelling and saturation of nuclear forces with increasing density -quark gas at extremely high densities
There are many models that attempt to reproduce these properties but none of them does so completely. In this paper, only the string-flip potential model [2] [3] [4] , will be considered. This model appears to be promising because it reproduces most of the aforementioned properties with the exception of nucleon binding. In an attempt to find the root of this problem, a toy mesonic molecular system will be used to study the inclusion of perturbative interactions and variational wave functions [5] .
The String-Flip Potential Model
The idea of string-flip potential models is borrowed from certain results in lattice QCD and experimental particle physics. A potential derived from computations in lattice QCD is confirmed by fitting mesonic spectra in particle physics experiments. It has been found that the most phenomenologically satisfactory potential model between quarks and antiquarks has the form V (r) ∼ σ r − 4 3 α s r .
This is basically an interpolation between the long range non-perturbative (σr) and short range perturbative (− ) parts of the force between pairs of quarks ( Fig. 1) . The string-flip potential model ignores the short range part of the potential and considers an ensemble of quark-antiquark pairs,, such that the total string length, r, is minimal: i.e.,
This particular model has been used in an attempt to model nuclear matter.
Although it has an obvious shortcoming, in that it is more applicable to a pion gas, it does surprisingly well at predicting some of the overall bulk properties of nuclear matter [3, 4] .
computer." [1] .
( a ) ( b ) Fig. 1 . The colour field lines between quarks collapse upon themselves, due to the self interacting nature of the gluons, to form a flux-tube-like structure. At long distances (a) the fields lines collapse to become almost string-like and at short distances (b) the fields lines expand to become almost QED-like.
It is fairly straightforward to generalize this simple model to a more realistic one which involves triplets of quarks. Here the flux-tubes leaving each quark meets at a central vertex such that overall length, r, of "flux-tubing" is minimized (cf. Fig. 2 ). The potential energy is simply σr [6] . In a more general setting one could consider a full many-body quark potential in which large clusters of quarks may be connected by a single network of flux-tubes [3] ; in general, this "gas" is assumed to consist of colourless objects. Again the potential energy is simply σr , where r is now the minimal amount of flux-tubing used for a given cluster of quarks. In such a model, there could exist very complex topological configurations of flux-tubes, such as long strands or web-like structures (Fig. 3) .
All of these models are completely motivated by results from lattice QCD, where variations are taken about minimal lattice field configurations between quarks.
Notationally we will refer to these, "linear potential models," as, "SU ℓ (N) models," where the SU(N) refers to the SU c (N) Yang-Mills gauge group and the subscript, "ℓ," refers to, "linear potential," [2] . In some models each quark has fixed colour to simplify the searches for minimal flux-tube configurations as the system of quarks evolves. When necessary, for clarity, these models will be referred to as, "SU ′ ℓ (N) models."
Onward
This paper is divided into three major sections, sandwiched between introduction and conclusions. The first section, is a discussion of the problems faced when attempts were made to extend the string-flip potential model to include perturbative QCD interactions. This is followed by a section on mesonic molecules. It is here, that investigations of the problems faced with the string-flip potential model and its extensions are carried out in detail. The final section reviews all of the findings and their possible consequences for modeling of nuclear matter.
The Demise of the String-Flip Potential Model
In some earlier work it was hypothesized that the String-Flip potential model was incapable of producing nuclear binding without the addition of perturbative QCD interactions [2, 7] . A model was recently proposed, called the FluxBubble Model [7] , which allowed the perturbative QCD to be included. In this section we now discuss this model and the difficulties that arise in the implementation of it.
Flux-Bubble Models
The primary objective is to construct a model which combines both nonperturbative (flux-tubes) and perturbative (one-gluon exchange) aspects of QCD in a consistent fashion. In order to simplify this task only colour-Coulomb extensions to a linear potential model using SU(2) colour, i.e., SU ℓ (2), will be considered.
The extension of the linear potential model forpairs is
where λ ij = −3/4, 1/4 for unlike and like colours respectively, and α s ≈ 0.1 . This is simply a variant of the phenomenological potential,
mentioned in § 1.1; the major difference being that the nonperturbative and perturbative parts are completely separated in the former as opposed to the latter. When the quarks are separated at a distance greater than r 0 the potential is purely linear and when they are inside this radius it is purely Coulomb. In effect, for distances less than r 0 , a "bubble" is formed in which the quarks are free to move around, in an asymptotically free fashion. In both distance regimes the net colour of the system is neutral.
The extension of the linear potential, although simple for a pair of quarks, becomes more complex when considering extensions for many pairs of quarks.
In particular, it is difficult to construct a potential model when some set of quarks lie within r 0 , without forming a colour singlet so that they must be connected to more distant quarks by flux-tubes. An ansatz that satisfies these requirements is obtained by inserting virtualpairs across any of the intersection boundaries formed by the flux-tubes with the bubbles. Now the segments of flux-tubes that lie outside the bubbles remain intact while the segments inside simply dissolve; giving the desired result. Fig. 4 illustrates the dynamics of this model. Notice that this model allows the construction of colourless objects because of the insertion of the virtualpairs. These virtual quarks are used as a tool to calculate the overall length of the fluxtube correctly. They are not used in computing the Coulomb term however, as the field energy is already taken into account by the "real" quarks inside the bubbles. In general, once the bubbles have been determined, the flux-tubes must be reconfigured in order to minimize the linear part of the potential.
Although the model is currently for SU ℓ (2) it should be easy to extend it to a full SU ℓ (3) model with all the one-gluon exchange phenomena. 1 . These graphs were created by using a coarse 10 × 10 mesh of points in ρ and β. The minimal curves were extracted by using linear interpolation between the minimum data points on the E B (ρ, β)-mesh surface.
same results for the SU ′ ℓ (2) string-flip potential model [4] , as expected, and for r 0 = 0.1 f m the result differs only slightly.
These results are questionable, as the wave function that was used is not ideal.
It consisted of a slight modification to the old SU ℓ (2) wave function [4] ,
in which a new correlation piece, χ
, was added to account for the local attractive Coulomb interactions 2 as they occurred: i.e.,
where
with parameters α, α ′ , β and ρ, such that α = 1.75 and α ′ = 1 , and where
is over {qq} (i.e., the attractive bits) in the complement of min{qq} (cf. Eq. (2)). However, because the flux-tubes and bubbles can now be created or destroyed the wave function is, in general, no longer continuous to order ∇ 2 (cf. Eq. (6)), and so a variational lower bound is no longer guaranteed. Therefore, a new wave function is needed, but, it is a rather difficult task to come up with a wave function which takes into account the locality of these flux-bubble interactions, is smooth and continuous, and involves very few parameters.
The aforementioned wave function has two "independent" parameters, ρ and β; the α's were assumed to be fixed. This is in contrast to the previous case for the SU ′ ℓ (3) model, given in ref. [2] , in which ρ and β varied parametrically with a single parameter, θ . The reason this does not apply here is because the flux-bubble potential breaks the scaling transformation
of ref. [2] , where
. This extra degree of freedom greatly increases the computation time.
The results in Fig. 5 were generated on a coarse 10 × 10 mesh of points, in ρ and β, and required 18hrs of CPU time on an 8 node farm. Clearly this procedure would be ridiculously slow if more parameters were to be added:
where R is the mesh resolution in each ordinate, and p is the number of parameters.
Thus, a way of checking different wave functions and minimization schemes which does not consume large amounts of CPU time is desirable. In particular, a mini-laboratory is needed in which various aspects of the string-flip and fluxbubble potential models, from wave functions to minimization schemes, can be investigated.
Mesonic Molecules
An interesting place that might make a good mini-laboratory is a mesonicmolecule [8] , Q 2 , consisting of two heavy quarks and two relatively light antiquarks: see antiquarks can move around freely without disturbing their positions: i.e., the adiabatic approximation. By varying the distance, R, between the heavy quarks a mesonic-molecular potential, U(R) , can be computed.
The Schrödinger equation that describes the effective potential, U(R), is given by [9] 
we shall assume m q ≈ 330 MeV . The potential V describes the many-body nature of the four quark system, and is therefore model dependent. This equation can be solved variationally forŪ(R), at fixed values of R, by guessing at the form the wave function, Ψ, and minimizinḡ U =T +V (10) with respect to the parameters in Ψ. In this paper the expectation values T andV will be found by using the Metropolis algorithm [2, 10] , and the optimal parameters for Ψ will be found by using the distributed minimization algorithm [5, 11] onŪ (R).
The distributed minimization algorithm was developed to handle the problem of reducing CPU overhead. It involves the usage of several CP U's to perform interlaced parabolic searches for the minima of a given surface. For the Q 2 system this algorithm yields
for p parameters and m computers. Similar results are expected for nuclear matter calculations.
The Q 2 system provides a good way of checking potential models for the possibility of nuclear (mesonic) binding. Moreover, because of its simplicity, it allows for checking various wave functions and minimization schemes (i.e., the development of the distributed minimization algorithm) without being too concerned about CPU overhead.
A General Survey of Extensions to SU ℓ (2)
In this section the effects of extending the old SU ℓ (2) [4] model to include fluxbubbles, with and without fixed colour (i.e., SU ℓ (2) and SU ′ ℓ (2) respectively), will be investigated in the context of the mesonic-molecular system, Q 2 . Here we have decided to consider SU ℓ (2), in a colour-Coulomb setting, instead of SU ℓ (3), for simplicity.
For the old SU ℓ (2) model the variational wave function was assumed to be of the form [4] ,
where α and β are variational parameters, and r Qq is the distance between a given Qq pair. The summation in the exponent of the wave function is over the set of Qq pairs that requires the least amount of flux-tubing: i.e.,
or more explicitly
cf. Eq. (2). Therefore, the kinetic energy is simplȳ
Now, if we assume for the moment that the colour is affixed to the quarks (i.e., SU ′ ℓ (2)), then the most general flux-bubble potential is of the form
with particle index p k ε {Q i ,q j |i, j = 1, 2} , such that k = 1, 2, 3, 4 , and SU c (2) colour factor
This potential can be rewritten into the more enlightening form
where q i ε {Q, q} . The sets min{q iqj } + and min{q iqj } − contain the attractive and repulsive quark pairings, respectively, in the complement (min{q iqj }) of the set min{q iqj } : i.e.,
The two terms inside the square brackets of Eq. 18 represents a linear potential followed by its colour-Coulomb extension: cf. Eq. (1). The remaining terms represent the rest of the colour-Coulomb interactions, which contain both attractive and repulsive bits. The results of the analysis show that a reduced mass of
is required to obtain binding for these potentials. This should not be too surprising as the potential wells are quite shallow,
It is interesting to investigate whether or not the string-flip potential models, represented by Eq. 18, actually mimic pion exchange. Therefore, the asymptotic parts of theŪ(R)'s were fitted to Yukawa potentials. The results of the analysis yielded an exchange mass of
which is about 4.5 times too big.
Finally, the flux-bubble potential is extended to allow the colour to move around. The potential is similar to that of Eq. 18 except now the particle indices, p k , carry colour degrees of freedom:
where the capital case letters represent the heavy quarks, the lower case letters represent the light quarks, the letters r and R represent the red quarks, and the letters b and B represent the blue quarks. Therefore, the min{Qq} in Eq. 18 is determined by Eq. 13 such that colour is no longer fixed to a given quark. Fig. 8 shows the results of the Monte Carlo for this potential.
One of the most noticeable peculiarities of Fig. 8 is the apparent linearity inside the potential. In fact, a linear fit to this region (see the insert in Fig. 8 ) yields a slope of (909.8 ± 1.0) MeV /f m! This corresponds to the linear potential U ∼ σR . A more subtle feature is at the origin where the potential starts to plummet to −∞. This region is due to the coulomb attraction between the two heavy quarks. Out near R = 1 f m there appears to be a barrier and beyond this no more structure. Therefore, as two mesons, each containing a heavy quark and a light anti-quark, are brought together from infinity they feel a repulsive force. When near enough, flux-tubes are exchanged, and the two mesons dissociate into one meson containing two heavy quarks and another containing two light anti-quarks. This situation suggests that SU c (2) , with moving colour, does not make a good model of nuclear matter.
In summary, the extensions to the string-flip potential model to include the colour-Coulomb interactions did not alter the Q 2 potential significantly enough to achieve binding. This is expected, since it was hypothesized that the colourhyperfine interactions should play the more significant role [2] . Furthermore, it was shown that the string-flip potential did not give a long-range interaction similar to pion exchange. However, Fig. 7 shows a slight softening ofŪ (R) for the SU ′ ℓ (2) flux-bubble model which perhaps suggests that there might be more to meson exchange than just flux-tube swapping. Finally, when the colour was allowed to move around a rather unphysical situation occurred which suggested that there was perhaps a problem with using SU c (2) or with the variational wave function itself -perhaps even both. In the next section a more detailed study of the properties of the wave function will be carried out. Fig. 8 . The Q 2 binding energy curve using the full flux-bubble interaction, i.e., in which the colour is allowed to move around. This curve was parameterized using u(r) given in Fig. 7. 
Back to the SU ℓ (2) String-Flip Potential Model
When the SU ℓ (2) string-flip potential model was investigated in ref. [4] the parameter α in the variational wave function, given by Eq. 4, was fixed by requiring that it minimize the total energy at zero density. Since this could be done analytically it allowed for a reduction in the number of variational parameters used in the Monte Carlo. It was assumed that the constraint would have very little affect on the physics as a function of density since the results varied by about 1% for 1.5 < α < 2.1 , at zero density. The validity of this claim can now be checked more thoroughly by using the Q 2 mini-laboratory. Fig. 9 shows a plot of the Monte Carlo results, obtained via Eqs. 10, 12, and 13, forŪ (R) where α is allowed to vary, α = 2.00 , and α = 1.74 . The α = 2.00 value was used in the old SU ℓ (2) model [4] , and α ≈ 1.74 was the value that minimizedŪ(R) at zero separation. The values ofŪ (R) at the end points of the curves, from R = 0 f m and out to R = 5 f m, were checked against the analytic solution given by Eq. A.8. Fig. 10 shows the variations in α and β as a function of R. It would appear from this figure that when α is left free to vary, α and β become extremely correlated. Regardless, looking at the maximum fluctuations about the central values of the parameters α, β, andŪ (R) we have [5] α ≈ (1.88 ± 0.13), β ≈ (1.32 ± 0.05) f m, andŪ(R) ≈ (1710 ± 4) MeV , which is certainly less then a 1% effect in the energy [4] . However for β it would appear to be an O(4)% effect which may have a slight affect on the rate of nuclear swelling.
SurprisinglyŪ(R)| α=2 gives a much deeper well than expected if α was left as a free parameter: i.e., D ≈ O(8) MeV [5] . However, this well is not deep enough to give binding: i.e., a parabolic approximation about the minimum (see Fig. 9 ) requires µ Q ≥ O(15) GeV [5] . For equal mass constituent quarks this is expected to be a much graver situation.
For certain fixed values of α , α ≈ 1.74 in Fig. 9 for example, the potential gives a slight short range repulsion. For the range of α values being considered here it is well inside the potential. However, for values of α ≈ 1.0 the effect becomes quite dramatic.
In general, it is fairly safe to assume that the predicted outcome of the results of past papers [4, 2] will not change significantly if α is allowed to vary. However, because the wave function appears to be correlated in both α and β , this seems to suggest that another wave function should be considered in these models.
A New Wave Function
The wave function for the old SU ℓ (2) string-flip potential models has been examined. From the analysis it was found that the parameters, α and β, were correlated. Despite this shortcoming, it was thought that this would not have any significant effect on the outcome of the physics predicted by past models, in which α was fixed. However, the purpose of using the Q 2 system was not only to study the properties of this wave function but to ascertain the possibility of devising a new wave function with very few parameters that would take into account the locality of the flux-bubble interactions.
An interesting place to look for such a wave function is in the similarity between the Q 2 mesonic-molecular system and H 2 molecular system. Recall that the key reason for the atomic binding is the screening effect caused by the electrons which are for the most part "localized" in between the protons. This localization is achieved by using a variational wave function that was the superposition of the direct product of two ground state hydrogen atoms, [9, 13, 14] Ψ ∼ e −β(r e 1 P 1 + r e 2 P 2 ) + e −β(r e 2 P 1 + r e 1 P 2 ) .
(22) Although the Q 2 system is far removed from its H 2 cousin from a dynamical point of view, and the motivations for achieving localization are quite different, this variational wave function does solve the problem for the H 2 system. Therefore, it would seem plausible to make the following ansatz:
Ifq 1 Q 1 andq 2 Q 2 represent two separate mesons then the first term represents the internal meson interactions while the second term represents the external meson interactions. Notice that the external interactions shut off as the separation, R , between the two heavy quarks becomes large,
which is the desired property. Furthermore, when the light quarks are close in space, Ψ(R) is considerably enhanced. The effect is that of a "bound-central" wave function.
Using Eq. 9 and Eq. 24 the kinetic energy contribution to the effective potential U(R) in Eq. 10 now becomes [2, 5, 15 ]
whereT
It is interesting to note, and it also serves as a good check of the computation, that in the large R limit the kinetic energy corresponds exactly to the kinetic energy for the old wave function in the same limit:
cf. Eq. 15. Also direct evaluation of the RHS leads to (assuming Ψ is properly normalized)
which is just the kinetic term for the analytic solution given by Eq. A.1.
The Monte Carlo computations that were done, using the pseudo-hydrogen wave function,Ψ H (i.e., Eq. 12) in § 3.1, have been repeated here for the pseudo-hydrogen-molecular wave function,Ψ H 2 (i.e., Eq. 23), and are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 . The Q 2 binding energy curve using the full flux-bubble interaction, i.e., in which the colour is allowed to move around. This curve was parameterized using u(r) given in Fig. 7 .
It can be immediately seen, that there is a dramatic contrast between the figures forΨ H andΨ H 2 . For the plots in Fig. 11 the wells are much deeper and the binding energy constraints have come down considerably: i.e., via table A.2, we haveD
and
These potentials are now strong enough to bind the more massive quarks, such as c and b.
The effective Yukawa masses, i.e.,
via table A.3, are roughly the same order of magnitude as theΨ H case, Eq. 21, but with a slightly less dramatic softening effect on the tail of the potential. However, these masses are still too large to explain pion exchange.
Also included in Fig 11, are plots for α fixed at 2 and 1.74. Here, the effects do not appear as drastic as with the old wave function since the depth of the well simply overwhelms them. 4 Therefore, any new model of nuclear matter that incorporatesΨ H 2 should run into no difficulties by fixing α.
The final figure, Fig. 12 , of the flux-bubble model with moving colour is quite intriguing. The anomalies in Fig. 8 have disappeared ; the light quarks have not drifted away as an isolated pair to leave a linear potential between the heavy quarks. In fact, there is no more linearity inside the well. Naïvely, this seems to suggest that the problem was with the wave function and not SU c (2). However, this is not quite the case, since the old wave function gives an interior well depth which twice as deep. Therefore, it is energetically more favourable for the Q 2 system to dissociate into two isolated mesons; one with two light quarks and the other with two heavy ones.
An attempt was made to find the shape of the interior of the well, and it was found that it fitted to a Coulomb potential of the form,
(see insert in Fig. 12) , with a ≈ (135.5 ± 2.9) MeV f m, β ≈ (2.844 ± 0.048) f m −1 , V ∞ ≈ (68.3 ± 2.6) MeV . The term in the brackets was included to mimic the overlap between the charge distributions of two mesonic systems. In terms of α s , the hyperfine constant for this region of the potential is
The interior part of the potential is quite deep and bottoms out at O(−270) MeV , at which point the −α s /r term for the heavy quarks kicks in (i.e., for R ≤ 0.1 f m). The exterior part of the potential fits to a Yukawa potential with m ex ≈ (612 ± 32) MeV (via table A.3).
Discussion
Various aspects of model building for nuclear matter have been examined in the context of the Q 2 system. The ramifications of these investigations will now be discussed.
Perhaps the most important result is the new variational wave function, Eq. 23. This new wave function made a large change in the depth of the Q 2 potential well. The depth increased by a factor of 27, deep enough to bind heavy quarks: i.e., m q > ∼ O(m c ). The wave function also fulfills the requirement of handling local flux-bubble interactions, which becomes apparent when looking at the "before" and "after" pictures (of moving colour) in Figs. 8 and 12 , respectively. Therefore, in SU ℓ (2) for a many quark system this would suggest the following ansatz:
Perm|Ψ H (r p i p j )| is a totally symmetric pseudo-hydrogen wave function and |Φ(r p k )| is a totally antisymmetric Slater wave function. (For the full threequark system a similar wave function would apply.) This does not necessarily mean that this wave function would lead to nuclear binding, since binding was only achieved for relatively very heavy quarks in the Q 2 system. However, given the order of magnitude of increase in the Q 2 well depth it would seem quite plausible that it might be a strong enough effect to produce a shallow well in the nuclear-binding-energy curve. A simple test would be to consider SU ℓ (2) with just a string-flip potential, with α fixed, in which case scaling is restored and the Monte Carlo becomes quite straightforward to do.
The flux-bubble model proved quite successful at combining colour-Coulomb interactions with flux-tube interactions. Although these interactions, in general, had very little affect on the Q 2 system it was useful in demonstrating that extending the flux-tube model to include local perturbative QCD interactions can be done. Furthermore, it was not surprising that this had very little effect, as it was hypothesized [2, 5, 16 ] that the hyperfine interactions should play the more dominant role. Therefore, it would prove most interesting to investigate the effect of adding more perturbative interactions to the Q 2 system. With the addition of SU c (3) this would lead to a more realistic model of mesonic molecules which perhaps could be tested in the laboratory.
When the SU ℓ (2) flux-bubble model with moving colour was considered, the results were quite interesting; the Q 2 system dissociated into one light and one heavy meson. However, this system is not physical. A more useful model, would be to consider the heavy quarks as a composite of two light quarks and use SU c (3) instead. In this case it would not be possible for a flux-tube to form between the two heavy quarks, causing the system to dissociate. For this "composite" model, the λ p i p j 's of potential Eq. 16 become
if p i p j ε {bB, gḠ}
such that rg ∼B and rb ∼Ḡ for the composite states, bb ∼ gg andBB ∼ḠḠ. Indeed, when this is done, one obtains a more meaningful curve. See Fig. 11 . Unfortunately, this model yields no improvements in the overall depth of the well.
Curiously if the heavy quarks were considered to be a composite of two light u quarks then
which is getting closer to binding, but is not quite sufficient. This would seem to suggest that perhaps slight nucleon deformations [6] would help to enhance binding. Therefore, an interesting possibility would be to consider a manybody SU ℓ (2) or SU ℓ (3) flux-bubble model in which there is an imbalance between the quark and anti-quark masses.
One might also want to consider relativistic effects. However, it is found that this appears to slightly exacerbate the problem. Fig. 7 shows the case for the old wave function using the relativistic approximation
A similar result is expected for the case of the new wave function, resulting in a comparatively minor change in the well depth.
From our analysis of the Q 2 system, it would appear that the most significant find is that of the newly proposed many-body wave function for nuclear matter, Eq. 35. For the Q 2 system, this caused a dramatic change in the depth of its potential well. It is also expected to have a similar effect for the SU ℓ (2)model of nuclear matter [4] . In fact, it may be enough of an effect to produce nucleon binding. Further enhancements are expected by going to the fullnucleon model in which slight nuclear deformations may contribute. A less ambitious version would be to consider a Qq nucleon model, using SU ℓ (2), in which m Q ≈ 2m q . If no binding is obtained, then the next step would be to study effects of adding flux-bubble interactions. In particular, the colourhyperfine interaction which is shown by linked cluster expansion models to play a significant role nuclear processes [16] . With slight nuclear deformations this may be enough produce the contact interactions which are responsible for nuclear binding [18] .
Conclusions
The Q 2 system has proven to be a very useful aid for trying to sort out the complexities of model building for nuclear matter. The details of the mechanics, from wave functions to dynamics to practical computing methods, of the flux-bubble model have now been thoroughly investigated. It appears that the flux-bubble model may prove to be very successful, not only for modeling nuclear matter but also for modeling mesonic molecules as well.
where P(a, z) = 1 − Γ(a, z)/Γ(a) , and Γ(a, z) is the incomplete gamma function [20, 21] . In the limits as r 0 → 0 and r 0 → ∞ Eq. (A.1) reduces to solutions for the purely linear, 8) and purely Coulomb, 9) cases, respectively. Table A .1 gives a summary of the Monte Carlo vs. analytic results. The results for the linear and linear-plus-Coulomb potentials, at R = 0 f m and R = 5 f m (i.e., ≈ ∞), were checked against Eqs. A.8 and A.1, respectively. The flux-bubble case, at R = 5 f m, was verified using Eq. A.1. The minima of the analytic expressions, which were used to verify the aforementioned models, were found via the FindMinimum[...] routine in Mathematica [20] .
The binding energy of the Q 2 system can be estimated by doing a local parabolic fit [12] about the minimum ofŪ (R): i.e., by fitting y(r) = C(r − r 0 ) 2 − D (A.10)
, where µ Q is the reduced mass of the heavy quarks. Therefore, the binding energy is simply 
